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The Origins of Weight Training
for Female Athletes in North America
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The University of Texas at Austin
oday, there is virtually no women’s sport in which
their training to become better athletes. They are the foresome form of weight training or resistance exercise is
mothers of our modern weight-trained women athletes and
not part of the conditioning program used by the aththeir story begins with that early advocate of exercise for
letes of that sport. This is so because resistance exercise is
women, Dr. Diocletian Lewis.
helpful to athletes in many ways; it increases running and
In 1862, Dio Lewis published The New Gymnastics
jumping ability, creates greater muscular endurance and
for Men, Women and Children, a textbook of gymnastic
decreases the likelihood of injury. During the first two-thirds
exercises and drills which featured the use of lightweight
of the twentieth century, however, most athletes, male and
dumbells, Indian Clubs and weighted wands.4 Lewis’ system
female, eschewed weight training because it was considered
was deemed particularly suitable for women and was adopted
by coaches and physical educators to be detrias the physical education program by many
mental to athletic performance. Weight training,
Northeastern women’s schools over the next severit was widely and incorrectly believed, would
al decades. During this period, literally thousands
make an athlete slow, stiff and “musclebound” —
of American women became familiar with dumbells,
qualities obviously undesirable in an athlete of either
Indian Clubs and lightweight barbells as part of their
sex.1
regular physical education program.5 As such trainWomen athletes of the late nineteenth and
ing became common, women came to understand
early twentieth century had, of course, more serious
that their bodies could be strengthened and improved
problems to contend with than the myth of musclethrough regular physical training with these sorts of
binding. They were hindered in their pursuit of athletimplements; “gymnastics,” according to the Lewis
ic achievement by a general, societal concern for the
system, was seen as one of the most healthful activities a
de-feminizing impact of sports as well as by the mediyoung woman could pursue. 6 Furthermore, Lewis
cal community’s belief that “strenuous” sports interargued that women were as well-suited to gymnastic
fered with women’s reproductive capacities.2 A
training as were men. His biographer, Mary F.
1925 newspaper interview with Dr. Thomas D.
Eastman, reports, in fact, that “In every one of the
Wood, Director of Physical Education at coeducathirteen classes of graduates. . . the best gymnast
tional Columbia University reveals this typical
was a woman. . . In each class there were from
mindset;
two to six women superior to any of the men.”7
“Whether girls are engaged in social diversions
By the time the century ended, the list of
or outdoor exercises, the first thought they
sports considered acceptable for women had
should have is the preservation of safety, health
expanded beyond golf, croquet, lawn tennis and
and well-being. . .the cherishing of that quality of womcycling to new, more vigorous sports such as basanliness which is the chief attraction and finest attribute
ketball, field hockey, rowing and track and field.
of women.” He continued, “They must not over-exerMany young women embraced these new sports and
cise. . . (and they) should not take part in
seemed to physically benefit by their parThis 1862 illustration from Dio Lewis’
The New Gymnastlcs for Men, Women & Children
any game requiring vigorous effort.”3
is one of a series of dumbell exercises he considered ticipation, but most physical educators
appropriate for women.
While Wood’s comments were
and physicians continued to warn against
addressed to his interviewer’s questions about basketball and
the strenuousness of these activities. Physical educators,
track and field, sports in which a growing number of women
searching for a way to satisfy conventional medical opinion
participated in the 1920s, there is no reason to doubt that he,
and still pacify the students who wanted to play these new
and the majority of mainstream American “experts” in the
games, frequently required gymnastic training as a prerequifirst half of the twentieth century, would have believed that
site to play. Dudley and Kellor’s Athletic Games in the
using weight training to enhance a woman’s athletic perforEducation of Women notes, for instance, that “Few
[women’s universities] allow girls to play basketball without
mance was not only too strenuous but decidedly unfeminine.
heart and lung examinations. Gymnastics are ordinarily
In spite of such professional opposition, a few women did
flout convention by lifting barbells and dumbells as part of
required [before play] . . . In one institution a year of gymnas-
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Becker’s letter is significant as it is one of the earliest known
references of a woman using resistance exercise to deliberately enhance sport performance. She goes on to note that
the exercises enabled her to master “. . .83 different dives, to
swim 50 yards in 32 seconds,” and to ride a surfboard for
more than 75 yards while standing on her head.12
Macfadden further promoted the relationship
between resistive training and athletics through the sponsorship of several “Physical Culture Extravaganzas” during the
first decade of the twentieth century. His first women’s
physique contest was simply that, a physique competition, but
the winner of the second women’s competition, held in 1905,
was selected on the basis of points scored in athletic contests
as well as on the development and symmetry of her physique.
The athletic contests consisted of several foot races and a
weightlifting competition. The 1905 show had nation-wide
impact as it was held in Madison Square Garden, attracted
over 15,000 spectators and was covered by most of the New
York papers.13
By 1910, however, Macfadden’s Physical Culture
contained almost no dumbell prescriptions for women,
although it continued to argue in favor of women’s athletics.
For the next two decades, Physical Culture, and a number of
influential physical educators, advocated “classical” or
Grecian dance a la Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Denis as
the most beneficial form of exercise for women.14 Only The
National Police Gazette continued to publicize weightlifting
women, though most of those featured in the Gazette were
professional strongwomen, not sportswomen. One notable
exception was Caroline Bauman, a student of “Professor
Atilla” (Louis Durlacher). 1 5 Bauman appeared several times
in the Gazette and later taught boxing to society women as a
means of figure improvement16
Other health and fitness magazines, such as Strength
(1912-1932), published by Alan Calvert, followed
Macfadden’s lead in ignoring weight training for women during the second decade of the century. But in the mid-twenties,
Strength, then the most influential weightlifting magazine in
North America, began actively promoting the idea of women
and strength. A 1923 editorial by Carl Easton Williams, for
instance, raised concerns about the national fitness level of
post-World War I America and entreated readers, “ . . .our
first requirement, if we are to raise the level of our national
vigor, is to idealize and glorify strength. . . . We want to see
the lives of all our boys and girls, all of our young men and
young women, colored with this point of view. We want them
to be saturated with this notion of strength as being the basis
of a scheme of living.”17 A second article in that same issue,
“Is Strength Masculine and Weakness Feminine?“, argued
against the “clinging vine” definition of femininity, “When
men were athletic and women were strictly non-athletic it was
natural that the latter came to be looked upon as weak sisters,
for they were. Today, however, women are playing golf and

tics is required before such games as hockey and basketball
can be played at all. In another, they can play all other games
but basketball, without having had gymnastics. One college
requires that gymnastics be taken for two years before athletics are permitted.”8
Admittedly, the dumbell and club drills of the fin de
siecle gymnastic regimens were less rigorous than the systematic weight programs used by today’s athletes. However,
they are philosophical kin in their shared goals of increasing
the strength and fitness of women athletes and in decreasing their chances of being injured. The fact that light dumbell
and club drills were so widely accepted in the early twentieth
century eased the transition to slightly heavier clubs and
dumbells and, later, to modern weight training. “Gymnastics” of course, was often used to refer to heavy as well as
light weight lifting. Katie Sandwina, for instance, the most
famous of the professional strongwomen who toured North
America in the early part of the twentieth century, was at
times referred to as a “gymnast” even though her act included
no tumbling and did include the lifting of a 600 pound cannon
and the bending of iron bars.9
One of the people largely responsible for the
widespread acceptance of weight training for women in the
early twentieth century was Bernarr Macfadden, publisher of
Physical Culture magazine. In both Physical Culture and
his short-lived magazine, Women’s Physical Development,
Macfadden urged women to use dumbells, cables and other
forms of resistive exercise to improve themselves physically.
He was a firm believer in the benefits of exercise for women
and he devoted considerable space in his magazines to the
personal testimonials of “physical culture girls” such as
Dorothy Alden Becker, who was said to have escaped
“death’s door” through right living, fresh air and plenty of
exercise.10
Becker’s letter to Macfadden, printed in the “Forum
for Physical Culture Girls,” reports that she was given up to
die by her physicians when her parents decided to take her to
Santa Cruz, California, for a nature cure. After she learned
to swim, she was placed under the instruction of a diving
coach. Becker wrote,
The first command my instructor gave was
that I would have to develop the muscles of
my back if I wished to become a proficient
diver. From this time on, I took up all
branches of gymnasium exercises, such as
tumbling, bar and ring work, dumbells,
Indian Clubs and later boxing. This ensured
symmetrical development so that today
there is not a single muscle in my body
which is knotty or unbecoming [to] the feminine figure.” 1 1
5
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who substantially changed the course of weight training for
women athletes. The first was Ivy Russell (b. 1907 in Surrey,
England), a remarkably strong and unusually muscular young
woman who gave numerous posing and weightlifting exhibitions during the 1930s in Great Britain. She was introduced to
weightlifting at age 14 by A. E. Streeter, who was retired from
the British Army’s physical training staff. Following his
retirement, Streeter had developed a reputation, in the London
suburb where he made his home, as a disciple of the curative
power of exercise; and before long he was treating invalids
and giving advice to the parents of sickly children. Russell
apparently came to him in the early stages of tuberculosis
and, according to Health and Strength, it was not long
before she was surpassing her teacher in health and strength.
25
In 1925, at age 18 and weighing only 125 pounds, Russell
did a clean and jerk of 176 pounds; in 1930, at a bodyweight
of 134 pounds, she did a 193 pound clean and jerk and also
completed a 410 l/2 pound deadlift. On another occasion she
did 14 repetitions with 180 pounds in the deep kneebend.26
As reports of Russell’s herculean strength and
amazing muscularity spread throughout the physical culture
community, other British women became interested in amateur competition. In a long letter to the editor published in
May of 1932 in Health and Strength magazine, Russell
urged B.A.W.L.A. to admit lady lifters and to sanction
women’s competitions. This letter is believed to be the first
attempt by any woman to fight for equal athletic opportunities
for women in amateur weightlifting.27 Russell was eventually successful in her campaign for equality and she defeated
Tillie Tinmouth in B.A.W.L.A’s first sanctioned women’s
competition for the “Nine Stone Ladies Champion of Great
Britain” title.28
Russell is important here, however, not because of
her strength but because she was considered an exceptional
all-round athlete. Wire service reports described her as being
a champion fencer, sprinter and wrestler. 29 Although
weightlifting enthusiasts were captivated by Russell’s
strength, which was, in fact, prodigious, it was her physique
and her athleticism which captivated the media and, in turn,
the public. Russell’s relatively small size and extreme muscularity were antithetical to most people’s conception of a
“strongwoman.” It has to be kept in mind that prior to the
1930s the world’s most prominent female strength athletes
were the professionals Minerva and Sandwina, both of whom
weighed over 200 pounds during their athletic primes and carried considerable bodyfat on their large frames.30 Russell,
however, was only of average size and she displayed a
degree of muscularity that would be envied by many of our
modern women bodybuilders. Despite her leanness, however,
Russell was still relatively large-breasted, an important factor
in defining women’s beauty throughout the twentieth
century.31 For a variety of reasons, therefore, Russell was a
new archetype for women weightlifters. She appeared on the

tennis, swimming, driving cars, even aeroplanes, and doing so
many other things that men are doing that many of our oldfashioned notions about them are going by the board.”18 Three
years later, Strength again endorsed athletic women in the
article, “Are Girl Athletes Masculine?“, which was subtitled:
“The Female Athlete Personifies the Highest Type of
Womanhood and is Proven Decidedly Feminine.” 19
Strength’s enthusiasm for the athletic woman of the
1920s was part of a wider, societal acceptance of a new, fit
and slender physical ideal for women. Silent film stars such as
Annette Kellerman, a former champion swimmer and diver,
helped to dispel the myth that women athletes were large and
masculine. Kellerman, famous for her facial beauty and her
figure, was often referred to as “the perfect woman” by the
press; and in 1918 she authored Physical Beauty: How to
Keep It, one of the first celebrity exercise books for women.
The exercise routine Kellerman recommended involved
swimming and barbell training.20 As historian Lois Banner has
pointed out, the most prominent women in the 1920s aside
from film stars, were athletes—Helen Wills, Gertrude Ederle,
Suzanne Lenglen, and Sonja Heine, to name just a few—and
their popularity encouraged other women to view athletics in
a more favorable light.21 Many women began serious training
during this decade as opportunities for participation in the
Olympic Games and in other contests continued to increase.22
In 1927, Strength published its clearest statement on
the question of women and resistance training, in an article
entitled, “Cash In On Trained Muscles.” The article, written
by Charles MacMahon, a frequent contributor to the magazine, begins, “Many young men and women who are athletically inclined, do not appreciate the value of proper physical
training for the purpose of making themselves better athletes.”
MacMahon explains, “Proper physical training methods can
strengthen your wrist and arm so that a tennis racket, baseball,
baseball bat, cricket bat or any other sport apparatus, will be
light for you to handle, thereby allowing you to handle them
easily and accurately.” He concludes, “In these days of commercial sport, a fellow, or even a young woman, can make his
or her favorite sport a profession, provided they are clever
enough at it.” 23
The number of women-and men-involved in athletics continued to increase during the 1920s yet there is little
evidence that many of them took MacMahon’s suggestions to
heart. Women’s Athletic clubs, modelled after those of men,
were organized in a few cities in the United States, and in
some of these, dumbells, medicine balls and barbells were
part of the club’s equipment. A 1922 photograph in The
National Police Gazette, for instance, shows a Brooklyn
women’s athletic club. In the center of the photo is Ethelda
Bleibtrey, “international swimming champion,” surrounded
by her male coach and 10 other women who display a variety
of resistance apparati.24
Two figures emerged in the early 1930s however,
6
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Ivy Russell’s unusual muscularity is displayed to advantage in this 1932 photograph from Kobel wire service.

ous sports, that as he got stronger from his weight training
his athletic skills increased. This discovery changed
Hoffman’s life.35 He began putting together a team of
weightlifters to compete in the American Continental
Weightlifting Association’s sanctioned meets and, in 1932,
having decided to dedicate his life to lifting, he purchased the
Milo Barbell Company, then the foremost manufacturer of
weightlifting equipment in the United States.36 This proved
to be a successful venture for Hoffman as York Barbell set
the standard for the industry for the next four decades and his
magazine, Strength & Health, outsold all other magazines in
the field until the 1970s.37
Strength & Health was more than simply the voice
of the competitive weightlifting community; it was also an
innovator in its advocacy of new ideas and methods in exercise and nutrition. From its very first issue—and in virtually
every issue that followed-Hoffman hammered home the connection between weight training and success in athletics.38
Furthermore, he and his York barbell men gave dozens of
exhibitions in which flexibility, jumping ability and speed—as
well as strength—were demonstrated. For Hoffman, success
in sports was a patriotic duty—an affirmation of manliness
and American vigor reminiscent of the Muscular Christianity
philosophy of the mid-nineteenth century. Like those earlier
perfectionists, Hoffman argued that women, no less than men,
should see to the training of their bodies; and because of the

cover of The National Police Gazette in 1934, posed with a
discus; and in 1937 a Pearson’s Weekly columnist wrote,
“Miss Russell’s biceps are exactly the same size as those of
Max Schmeling, the German heavyweight who beat Joe Louis;
her calf is half an inch bigger than Schmeling’s; her thigh is
the same measurement as that of Tommy Farr and one inch
bigger than that of Joe Louis.” 32
Whether Russell was pleased to be compared to
Schmeling and Louis is unknown, as Russell has refused all
modern attempts at interviews. 33 A 1934 article on Russell
mentions, however, that “the way was not easy” for her, as
“criticism was plentifully regular” among her non-lifting
peers.34 Despite the criticism, Russell continued to train
through the end of the 1930s and her achievements served to
convince many other women, both in Great Britain and the
United States, that strength and womanhood were not incompatible and that weightlifting was comp-atible with athletics.
The second, and ultimately more influential person in
the story of how women athletes came to train with weights,
was Bob Hoffman of York, Pennsylvania, who began publishing Strength & Health magazine in 1932. Hoffman, born in
Georgia in 1898, was an active athlete throughout his adolescence and early adulthood; according to his own immodest
accounts, he was a successful competitor in such sports as
canoeing, running, and boxing. He began to train with weights
in 1923 and discovered, as he continued to compete in vari7
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cover; and was featured in an advertisement for the “Miracle
prominence enjoyed by Strength & Health, Hoffman’s advoRejuvenator,” sold under her name.44 On page seven of that
cacy of weight training for women did not go unnoticed.39 In
issue she is shown modelling a rowing machine and, some
the beginning, Hoffman featured his wife and several of his
pages later, she is shown lifting weights. A caption below
mistresses, all large, robust women who took up weight trainthese photographs lists her as weighing 136 pounds at a height
ing under Bob’s influence. It is possible, in fact, to actually
of 5’3”.45 For the next several years, articles
follow Hoffman’s marital and extra-marital
carrying Rosetta’s by-line appeared with
arrangements via the pages of Strength &
regularity in Strength & Health. 46
Health over the first two decades of the
40
Interspersed with recipes and beauty tips
magazine’s publication.
was advice on the best ways to use dumbRosetta Hoffman, the only
ells, several mentions of that amazing
woman Hoffman actually married, 41
“English miss,” Ivy Russell,47 and an
appeared in Strength & Health for the
occasional plug for the benefits weights
first time in January of 1934. Two phocan have for women athletes. In a
tographs appeared of Rosetta in that issue,
January 1937 column, for instance,
and in one she is holding what is reportRosetta reported that, “Training with
edly 100 pounds over her head with one
weights makes it possible for me to enjoy
hand. The caption beneath her photoother games and sports . . . I am sure too,
graph reads in part, “Here is the true glothat you who read this will obtain as
rified version of beautiful womanhood. . .
much benefit as I from moderate training
Like her famous husband, she is an ardent
with weights.” Though Rosetta described
exercise advocate and loves the weights. .
her training as “moderate,” in the next
. Her flashing smile and sparkling eyes
paragraph she explained that, “The secret
and beautiful body is [sic] a fitting examof barbell training is to use comparatively
p le f or the w omen of A m er i ca t o
42
heavy weights for a few repetitions. This
follow.”
is not tiresome. Rather it builds strength
The two photographs and the
in muscles and ligaments, builds energy,
100 pound weight brought comments
internal strength and vital power.” 48
from the readers of Strength & Health,
In 1936, Strength & Health devotand in March of 1934, Harry Good
ed a great deal of space to the Olympic
authored the magazine’s first women’s
Games, and both Bob and Rosetta’s artiarticle: “Strength, Health and Beauty for
cles were supportive of the serious way in
the Ladies.” This article opened with
which the Germans approached athletGood’s observation that since the Rosetta
ics—particularly the rigorous training
pictures had appeared, “there has been
methods
used by German women. The
continual discussion, questioning and
American
Eleanor Holm’s famous tipwriting as to whether women should use
pling, for instance, is juxtaposed in one
barbells or lift weights.” Good, of course,
article by Bob Hoffman with the comfavored women’s training, arguing that
ment that, “The German girls are big and
such exercise will only make them “hapstrong and take their training and athletpier, healthier, and better mothers,” a
ics so much more seriously than do our
refrain familiar long before 1934. More
girls.”49
important was the fact that Good suggestThis January 1934 photograph of Rosetta Hoffman caused conHoffman attended the Berlin games
ed that the models to whom women troversy in the early days of Strength & Health magazine. The barbell was made to look much heavier than it was.
as
coach
of the US weightlifting team
should look regarding the effects of
and
Rosetta
accompanied
him.
Though she had no formal
weight training were not the professional strongwomen who
role,
she
apparently
used
her
days
aboard the ocean liner
were “large boned and would have been even bigger. . . if they
Manhattan to get acquainted with many of the American
had not lifted weights,” but the “countless lady acrobats, aeriwomen athletes. This was time well spent, as her column feaalists, tumblers and adagio dancers who became more beauti43
tured several of these women following her return. Baltimore
ful. . . more shapely. . . by the [resistance] work they do.”
gymnast Connie Carrucio, who was the high point scorer for
Thanks to her husband’s editorial decisions, Rosetta
the United States in the team gymnastic competition, was the
became a minor phenomenon in Strength & Health. In
first woman to appear in a feature article in Strength &
December of 1934, she authored her first column on diet and
50
exercise, “Beauty Building for Women,” appeared on the Health. There was no mention of any weight training in this
8
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nection. The photography accompanying Bard’s first article
article, but Caruccio appeared on the cover of the July 1937
featured Doris Hillgardner, a weight trainer, swimmer and
issue, with dumbells in hand, and inside the issue it was statdiver who won the 1940 West Indian diving championship
ed that she had begun doing resistance training. In 1944,
and who testified to the beneficial effect weight training had
Caruccio was again mentioned in Strength & Health, and
on her athletics. 57 The article also featured a photograph of
this time it was reported that she pressed 100 pounds overMuriel Fornell, of Brooklyn, whom the caption claimed had
head at a bodyweight of 124.51 Whether Caruccio continued
recently cleaned and jerked 120 pounds at a bodyweight of
her weight training throughout this period is not known, but
117. 58
she did make the 1948 Olympic team and score well, despite
52
In the December 1941 issue of Strength & Health,
her advanced age. Another woman Olympian featured by
Bard was replaced by one of Hoffman’s new amors, the zaftig
Rosetta’s column was the sprinter Betty Robinson, who came
Dorcas Lehman. According to the article, under Hoffman’s
back and made the Olympic team after a severe plane wreck.53
name, Lehman had weighed over 200 pounds before she
Throughout 1937 and 1938, Strength & Health
began barbell training and following the rules of healthful livargued with increasing frequency for heavy training by female
ing. According to the article, the weights worked wonderfully
athletes.54 A September 1938 article entitled, “What is
for Lehman; she dropped to 149 pounds at a height of 5’7”
Musclebound?” is typical of the magazine’s post-Berlin
and gained tremendously in strength. She also entered into a
Olympic’s enthusiasm and is illustrated with a photograph of
long-term relationship with
Ginger Lawler, an adagio dancer
Hoffman.59 In the January 1942
and tumbler who was also a seriissue, Hoffman describes Lehman
ous barbell trainer. 55 Hoffman’s
as possibly the strongest “girl” in
repeated and calculated use of
America, and credits her with a
photographs of attractive gymfull squat of 200 pounds, a deadnasts, acr obats and adagi o
lift of 300 and a leg press of 566
dancers who were also barbell
pounds. 60 The December 1941
trainers did much to dispel the
issue of the magazine is important
old prejudices about weights
for another reason; it carries
making women large, mannish
notice of the recent achievement
and inflexible. This was espein the clean and press of Alda
cially true during the 1940s and
Ketterman of Dover, Pennsylearly 1950s, the era of the
vania. Although Bob retained a
“Muscle Beach girls” when
relationship
with Lehman,
women such as Pudgy Stockton
Ketterman was to outlast the
were featured not only in
other athletic women in his life,
Strength & Health but in many
become his common-law wife
pictorial magazines as well.
and live with him until his death
The September 1938
in 1986. (Hoffman’s considerissue marked Rosetta’s last
able estate was left to Ketterman
appearance in Strength &
and his business partners.)61
Health, as the Hoffman marThe main reason that neiriage collapsed. For the next sevther
Ketterman
nor Lehman were
eral months no articles featuring
featured
in
Strength
& Health
women appeared in Strength &
to the extent that Rosetta had earH e a l t h , but the April 1939
Olympic gymnast Connie Caruccio appeared on the cover of the July 1937 issue of
lier been featured was that a
issue featured Hoffman’s new
Strength & Health.
young Santa Monican beauty,
girlfriend, Gracie Bard, on the
Abbye “Pudgy” Eville Stockton [whose story appeared in
cover. Over the next several years Hoffman contributed quite
Iron Game History 2(l)] carried women’s weight training to
a few articles to the magazine using Bard’s by-line and phoan entirely new level on her square shoulders. Two small photographs of weight-trained women were increasingly featos of Eville appeared in the September 1940 issue of
tured. Bard’s own lifting feats were spotlighted in the magaStrength
& Health with a caption that read: “This small lady
zine in the May 1940 issue, in which readers were told that
56
has
strength
equal to a much heavier man, yet retains a small,
she could jerk 75 pounds overhead with one hand.
symmetrical and most attractive physique. . . Further proof
Bard’s name first appeared as a regular contributor to
that heavy exercise, weightlifting, hand balancing and acrobatStrength & Health in January of 1941. It lasted less than a
ics will produce the ideal development for the ladies too.”62
year, but it did much to heighten the weights/athletics con9
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Stockton, who was born in
1917, began training at age
20 under the direction of Les
Stockton, who introduced
her to barbells and dumbells,
and took her with him to the
beach in Santa Monica
where, on weekends, physical culturists from around
Southern California gathered to work on their lifting
and acrobatics. Pudgy and
Les were soon married, and
following Les’ service in
World War II they opened a
h e a l t h s t u d i o i n Los
Angeles.63
As Muscle Beach
became a physical culture
mecca in the early 1940s,
Pudgy Stockton’s unusual
combination of strength,
athletic ability and shapeliness made her a great
favorite with photographers
for both weightlifting and
regular magazines. Two
newsreels of that era featured her, vitamin and camera companies used photos
of her to sell their products,
and by the end of the 1940s
Pudgy’s figure had graced
42 magazine covers from
around the world. This
exposure gave her a national reputation and, in 1944,
she began writing a regular
column for Strength &
Health, called “Barbelles.”
Stockton’s S&H columns
were extremely important to the development of women’s
weight training. 64
From the first, her column featured strong, attractive
women who were also good athletes. Pudgy featured her
friends from Muscle Beach — women like Edna Rivers,
Evalynne Smith and Relna Brewer Macrae—all of whom
were also seen in such pictorial magazines as Pic, Laff and
Hit.65 Relna Macrae, for example, was accomplished in
adagio dance, jiu jitsu, handbalancing, aerial work and
wrestling and she could supposedly tear a Los Angeles phone
book apart with her hands.
Other “Barbelle” columns which helped the cause of
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weight training for athletics
featured competitive athletes
such as Walt Disney studio
artist Pat King, who began
weight training to gain
weight and increase her
endurance. In 1945, King,
who trained with bodybuilder Gene Jantzen (and
later married him), was performing barbell pullovers,
overhead presses, barbell
rowing motions and bench
presses. These exercises
enabled her, according to
Stockton, to run a mile in
six minutes and 50 seconds,
five miles in 47 minutes, to
swim a mile in 38 minutes
and to perform 900 squats
(deep kneebends) in 53 minutes. 66
A 1946 Stockton column
featured Maria Blumer
Hoesley of
Monroe,
Wisconsin, whose father, a
physical culturist, had
encouraged her to become
involved in gymnastics. In
1942, while still a teenager,
Hoesley placed first at the
National Swiss-American
gymnastic meet, and she
also won a number of titles
in Turnverein ( G e r m a n
gymnastic society) competitions. S t o c k to n w r o te ,
“Marie attributes her needed
additional strength and
endurance to the barbells...”67 Alyce Yarick, the
wife of gym owner Ed Yarick and a competitive track and
field athlete, who trained with barbells in the late 1940s was
also featured by Pudgy in Strength & Health. An Oakland,
California resident, Yarick won numerous prizes in local track
and field competitions.68 Edith Roeder, a competitor in track
and field as well as basketball, was another barbell devotee.
A former beauty contest winner, Roeder worked hard at the
Olympic lifts, and in 1955 she cleaned and jerked 170 pounds
in a special exhibition held at the Junior National Weight-lifting Championships. She is also credited with a one hand
clean and jerk of 100 pounds. 69
Though a number of sportswomen did take up barbell
10
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training in the 1940s they were all individual athletes, generally women introduced to. weight training by boyfriends or
husbands, and none of those featured by Stockton in Strength
& Health were competitors at the national or Olympic level.
But things changed dramatically in the early 1950s as preparations for the Helsinki Olympics—the first Olympic Games to
feature Soviet state-produced athletes—got underway. There
was considerable speculation throughout the United States
about what to expect from the Soviet Union at Helsinki. At the
1948 Olympics the USSR had sent no athletes, only observers,
whose job it was to come up with a plan to create a new international sporting power. 7 0 Hoffman, and most other Olympic
coaches, watched these developments with considerable anxiety. Hoffman, of course, continued to maintain in his editorials that American athletes—male and female—needed weight
training to hold off this new communist threat. Finally, one
man, Walter Schlueter, chosen as the U.S. women’s swimming
coach for the 1952 Olympic Games, decided to try what
Hoffman had been preaching for so long.
Thus it was that in late 1951, a women’s athletic
team, the Town Club Swimming Team from Chicago, was
placed on a weight training program. Schleuter began the program on September 29, 1951 and the routine used by his 25
women swimmers—including several from previous Pan
American and national teams—was composed of basic barbell
exercises such as squats, curls, military presses, bench presses
and pullovers. At the end of their three month training program, Schleuter reported that the women had more stamina
and greater speed. He was pleased and started them on a new
cycle of weight training. 71 Schleuter’s training program
marked the first time in the United States that any women’s
team was put on a progressive resistance program to enhance
their athletic performance.
By 1959, when Hoffman published Better Athletes
Through Weight Training, a few of America’s top male
athletes had been converted to barbell training. Olympic
decathlete Bob Richards, shotputter Parry O’Brian and runner
Mal Whitfield were early converts, as were hammer thrower
Harold Connolly, discus ace Al Oerter, and even amateur golf
champion Frank Stranahan. By the decade’s end, their stories had appeared in Strength & Health, as had the word, following the Helsinki and Melbourne Olympic Games, that one
major difference between American and Communist teams
was the amount and intensity of the weight training done by
the Soviet male and female athletes. It was a message which
did not go unheeded for long. 72
Though it was widely believed that Soviet women
athletes used weight training before the Helsinki Games, the
conversion of western women still came slowly. But at least
two women heard the warnings and headed to the gym prior
to the Melbourne Games of 1956. Canadian thrower Jackie
MacDonald began barbell training in an attempt to make her
nation’s Olympic team, 73 and a young, New York school

girl, Cynthia Wyatt, asked her brother to help her “get
strong.” In some ways, Wyatt’s may be the most important
link in the long chain of women lifters; she was America’s
first internationally successful, weight-trained female athlete.
In a 1988 interview, Cindy Wyatt, who married
powerlifting champion Don Reinhoudt and is now the mother
of two children, asserted that had it not been for her weight
training, she would never have been able to compete as successfully as she did in track and field. As she explained:“ I
was always the smallest competitor, by far, at the national
meets. For a number of years, Earlene Brown was number
one, and I was number two in the United States. But Earlene
outweighed me by nearly a hundred pounds. Internationally, I
was up against Galena Zabyna and Tamara Press from the
Soviet Union. They had the advantage of being not only a lot
taller and heavier than I was, but they weight trained, too.” 74
Still, at 5’6’ and 165 pounds, Cindy did well. When
she was 12, she had been introduced to the weights by her
older brother, Pat, who taught her to throw the shot and discus. There was, of course, no track and field program in her
school in those pre-Title IX days, but Wyatt loved the events
and the barbell work and, in 1958, she attended her first
national level competition. Although she was only 14, she
won both the shot and discus in the junior division and finished sixth overall in the women’s open division. Wyatt went
on to win the indoor nationals as an adult in 1963 and 1965,
and she made every Pan American and other international
team between 1960 and 1966—except for the two Olympic
teams. She was even given one of the first “sports scholarships” for women when Dr. Michael You, of Honolulu,
picked up her academic expenses and those of four other
track and field athletes so that the women could represent the
University of Hawaii in the early 1960s.75 It was in Hawaii,
under the tutelage of World and Olympic weightlifting champion Tommy Kono, that Wyatt’s strength truly blossomed. In
an exhibition in 1962, she jerked 230 pounds, and she was the
subject of a feature story in Strength & Health. 76
As Wyatt’s reputation as a thrower grew, and word of
her weight training spread, she soon found other women athletes coming to her for advice. She recalled years later that:
“It was funny. In the late 1950s everyone knew that the
women from the communist countries were lifting weights for
the shot and discus, but no one except me seemed to care. But
if some of the other American women had been training in
those days I would never have made as many travel squads as
I did. I’m really too small to be a thrower. I was just lots
stronger than the bigger girls.”77
Though Wyatt, who now works as a psychiatric
counselor near Brockton, New York, unarguably did much to
advance the acceptance of weight training for women athletes, there is one other Strength & Health story which needs
to be told—that of gym owner Jerri Lee. Lee held the
women’s record, and her husband, Bob, held the men’s
11
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record for the Mt. Whitney Marathon—a 26 mile course
straight to the mountain’s 14,496 foot summit. The Lees had
done the Whitney marathon several times and had used a combination of running and weight training in their training, But in
1959, as an experiment, they decided to find out how well they
would do in the Mt. Whitney run if they did all their training
in the gym, with weights. So, they set out on a barbell regimen that only the most persevering of athletes could have
endured. By the end of their training they were doing 20 sets
of 100 repetitions (with weight) in the quarter squat, set after
set of 50 repetitions in the leg curl and leg extension, sets of
500 in the leg raise and much other “high rep” work. Their
bodies apparently thrived on the program, and on the
appointed day—without any climbing or running— both set
new records in the marathon: Bob’s at 4:56: 33 and Jerri’s at
7:56:58.78
Throughout the 1960s, women athletes in a growing
number of sports, inspired by stories like Cindy Wyatt’s and
Jerri Lee’s in Strength & Health, turned to weights for additional strength and endurance. Britain’s Stella Jacobs pioneered the way for women long jumpers; Audrey McElmury
led in women’s cycling; and Canadian Nancy Greene won
the World Cup downhill ski championships in 1967 after a
training program which included sets of 40 repetitions in the
squat with 170 pounds.79 By the 1968 Olympic Games, weight
training had become commonplace among women throwers at
the international levels of the sport; and by the 1972 Games,
many track athletes, swimmers, cyclists and skiers followed
suit.
North American women athletes came slowly to the
use of weight training for athletic enhancement because of a
variety of societal taboos surrounding women, strength, and
femininity. Also, for the first two-thirds of this century,
almost all coaches and physical educators believed that
weight training was detrimental to athletic performance.
Despite these barriers, however, Bob Hoffman’s Strength &
Health continued trumpeting the truth and weight training
gradually found converts in women across the United States.
Inspired by the magazine and then featured in it as an inspiration to others, women like Russell, Stockton, Wyatt and Lee
became the torchlights Hoffman used to illuminate the prejudices which for so long had denied women full access to an
important aspect of success in athletics—the physical power
produced by systematic weight training.
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